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Abstract
Human language can be expressed in two transmission channels, or modalities: the visual-gestural modality of sign languages and the oral-aural modality of spoken languages.
This chapter examines ways in which the visual-gestural and oral-aural modalities may
shape linguistic organization. Relevant properties of production and perception in the
two modalities are reviewed. Those properties may constrain linguistic organization,
such that spoken languages favor sequential word-internal structure (e.g., affixal morphology), whereas sign languages favor simultaneous word-internal structure (e.g., nonconcatenative morphology). The two modalities also offer different resources to signed
and spoken languages; for sign languages, those resources include the transparent space
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in which signs are produced and the visual-gestural channel’s capacity for iconic representation. Lastly, possible modality effects in child language development are examined;
those effects may arise from the differing articulatory constraints in sign and speech, the
visual attentional demands of signing, and the iconic resources of the visual-gestural modality.

1. Introduction
How do we map the range of possibilities that are allowed by the human language
capacity? Spoken languages share certain universal properties: hierarchical phrase
structure, structure dependency, and duality of patterning, among others. Other properties vary considerably across spoken languages: phonological inventory; syllable structure (constraints on consonant clusters, allowable codas, etc.); morphological structure
(prefixation vs. suffixation vs. non-concatenative morphology); basic word order; and
so on. If our sample of human languages is limited to those that are spoken, we can’t
know whether we have the whole terrain of the human language capacity in view, or
whether key landmarks are out of sight. On this account, the oral-aural modality of
spoken languages is a kind of filter that may allow the expression of only a subset of
the languages that would be consistent with the human language capacity. To date, our
understanding of the human language capacity has been significantly confounded by
the fact that so much of our knowledge of linguistic universals and of linguistic variation has been derived from the analysis of spoken languages (Meier 2008a).
Before we examine the ways in which modality may shape linguistic organization,
note first that many crucial properties of linguistic organization are common to languages in the two major modalities. For example, signed and spoken languages exhibit
duality of patterning, such that morphemes in signed and spoken languages are built
of meaningless units of form. In sign languages, these meaningless units of form are
phonological specifications of handshape, movement, place of articulation, and orientation (Stokoe 1960, and many subsequent references; see also chapter 3 on sign language phonology). Like spoken languages, sign languages differ in their inventories of
phonological forms, such that ⫺ for example ⫺ certain handshapes are possible in
some sign languages, but not in others. A frequently-cited example is this: a fisted
handshape with just an extended middle finger is a possible handshape in certain sign
languages (e.g., Australian Sign Language (Auslan): Johnston/Schembri 2007), but not
in others, such as American Sign Language (ASL). Slips of the hand provide evidence
that meaningless sublexical units are important in the planning of signed utterances
(ASL: Klima/Bellugi 1979; German Sign Language: Hohenberger et al. 2002; see also
chapter 30 on language production), just as phonemes are important in the planning
of spoken utterances. Signed and spoken languages have a variety of means by which
they can augment their lexicons; those means include borrowing (Padden 1998), derivational morphology (Klima/Bellugi 1979; Supalla/Newport 1978), and compounding
(Klima/Bellugi 1979). Syntactic rules in sign languages must refer to notions such as
grammatical subjects, just as in spoken languages (Padden 1983). Distributional evidence shows that subordinate clauses must be distinguished from coordinate clauses
(Padden 1983). These properties, and many others, are hallmarks of linguistic organiza-
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tion in sign and speech. A very important conclusion follows: these linguistic properties
are not the unique properties of the constraints of the speech modality or of the resources which that modality affords.
In the balance of this chapter, I examine the properties of the modalities (or transmission channels) in which languages are produced, perceived, and learned; I discuss
the ways in which the properties of the transmission channels ⫺ and the resources
offered by the transmission channels ⫺ may shape linguistic structure and first language acquisition. Sign languages offer a distinct perspective on the human language
capacity. We have known now for over 40 years that the oral-aural modality is not the
only possible channel for the expression and perception of language. In recent years,
we have gained a better understanding of sign languages as a class; no longer is our
understanding of them largely restricted to just one such language (i.e., ASL). There
may even be a third language modality: the tactile-gestural modality of deaf-blind
signing (although to date we know of no independently-evolved tactile-gestural languages). I focus here on the two major language modalities: the oral-aural modality of
spoken languages and the visual-gestural languages of the sign languages of the Deaf
(see chapter 23, Manual Communication Systems: Evolution and Variation, for sign
languages in the tactile modality). I argue that these language modalities may place
different constraints upon the grammars of human languages and may offer different
resources to those languages.
Spoken and sign languages are produced by very different articulators and are perceived by very different sensory organs (see sections 3 and 4). Yet despite obvious
differences between the two language modalities, the two channels are not wholly
different: the speech and sign signals are both broadcast signals: sender and addressee
need not be in physical contact (unlike the signer and addressee in a tactile-gestural
conversation). Speech and sign articulation each demand the coordination of oscillatory biphasic movements (e.g., MacNeilage/Davis 1993). Moreover, skilled performance in any domain may invoke common solutions to the problem of serializing behavior (Lashley 1951), such that rhythmic and hierarchic structure may be likely outcomes,
in linguistic and non-linguistic action, in sign or in speech.
Nonetheless the differences between the oral-aural and visual-gestural modalities
are impressive. Some of those differences (e.g., apparent differences in rate of production) may have consequences for how phonological and morphological structures are
organized (e.g., the relative balance of simultaneous vs. sequential structure). The constraints of the oral-aural modality may force spoken languages towards highly sequential structures; the constraints of the visual-gestural modality may favor relatively simultaneous structures. The differences between the two language modalities may also
(as discussed in section 5) offer different resources to individual languages in these
respective modalities, such as the differing potentials for iconic representation in sign
versus speech and the unique availability of spatial resources to sign languages.
Lastly, in section 6, I will consider the developmental constraints on children acquiring signed and spoken languages. Certain motoric tendencies may be shared across the
modalities (e.g., an infant tendency toward repeated movement patterns). Other motoric tendencies in development may be unique to a particular modality (e.g., a tendency toward proximalized movement in early sign development). There may also be
interesting differences between the two modalities in the attentional constraints upon
the child. In the oral-aural modality, the speaking child can look at a toy and can also
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listen while the mother labels it; the child need not shift his gaze. In the visual-gestural
modality, the child often must shift his attention from that toy to the mother’s visuallypresented label. The differing attentional demands of the two modalities may have
consequences for how signing mothers interact with their children and for how vocabulary learning proceeds in the child.
Other potential effects of modality will not be discussed here: for example, I will
not examine the literature on whether the spatial organization of sign languages leads
to greater right hemisphere use than in spoken languages (for a review see Emmorey
2002; see also chapter 31, Neurolinguistics).

2. Cautionary notes
Before we begin, two cautionary notes are in order. Any generalization about the
properties of sign languages in general must be qualified by the fact that our sample
size is small; there are many fewer sign languages than spoken ones and to date only
a small number of sign languages have been well-described in the linguistics literature.
Although this problem is less severe than in the 1970s and 1980s when the research
literature on sign languages largely focused on just one language (ASL), it remains the
case that some infrequent properties of spoken languages may be unattested in sign
languages because of the small sample of sign languages with which we are working.
A second, more interesting issue pertains to the relative youth of sign languages.
Sign languages in general are young languages; languages such as ASL and French
Sign Language can be traced back to the 18th century. An extreme case is Nicaraguan
Sign Language, whose history can only be pushed back to the late 1970s (Kegl et al.
1999; Polich 2005). Young languages, whether spoken or signed, may be relatively uniform typologically (Newport/Supalla 2000), although young spoken languages (e.g.,
Creole languages) may evince different properties than young sign languages (Aronoff
et al. 2005; see also chapter 36 on creolization). Moreover, the demographics of signing
communities may serve to keep those languages young. Because the vast majority of
deaf children are born to hearing, non-signing parents, sign languages may more closely
reflect the linguistic biases of children than do spoken languages (Meier 1984). For
most deaf children, early language or communicative development may proceed in the
absence of effective adult signing models (Goldin-Meadow/Mylander 1990; Singleton/
Newport 2004; Senghas/Coppola 2001; see also chapter 26, Homesign).

3. Modality factors that may affect the production of signs
and words
The oral and manual articulators differ in impressive ways. Speech articulation is tightly
coupled to respiration; the build-up of subglottal air pressure drives the periodic opening and closing of the vocal folds. This is the internal sound source that energizes the
column of air above the vocal folds, creating the acoustic signal in which spoken language is encoded. In contrast, sign languages are encoded in reflected light emanating
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from an external light source. Compare now the manual and oral articulators: the
manual articulators are paired, unlike the oral articulators. The manual articulators
comprise a series of jointed segments of the arms and hands, whereas the tongue has
no skeletal structure. The manual articulators are relatively massive and must execute
relatively long movement excursions, whereas the oral articulators are comparatively
small and execute short movements. I’ll discuss a few of these points in greater detail
below.
Nonetheless there are commonalities between the articulatory systems underlying
sign and speech. The motor control systems for sign and speech confront the problems
that Lashley (1951) observed in serializing behavior. In both language modalities,
rhythmic and hierarchic structure may allow solutions to the problems he observed;
one element of rhythmic structure in both modalities may be a syllable-like unit. Moreover, in speech and in sign, the articulators can only move so far, so fast. In fast rates
of signing and speaking, target places of articulation may not be achieved, leading to
the phenomenon of undershoot (Mauk et al. 2008; Tyrone/Mauk 2010). Undershoot
may be one source of phonetic assimilation.

3.1. The sign articulators are relatively massive and often execute
long movement excursions
Bellugi and Fischer (1972, published in revised form in Klima/Bellugi 1979) asked
hearing native signers (so-called CODAs or children of deaf adults) to tell a story in
ASL and in English. What they found was that the rate of signing, as measured by the
number of signs per second, was significantly lower than the rate at which these same
subjects produced English words per second. Yet, paradoxically, the rate at which propositions were transmitted was equivalent in ASL and English. Interestingly, Bellugi
and Fischer reported that an artificial sign system (Signing Exact English) that more
closely matches the typological properties of English shows a somewhat faster rate
of signing than ASL, but a significantly slower rate of propositions per second than
in ASL.
Why is the rate of signing apparently slower than the rate of speaking? One explanation might lie in the fact that the sign articulators are much more massive than the
oral articulators; compare the size of the arms and hands to that of the jaw and tongue.
Large muscle groups in the shoulder and arm are required to overcome inertia and
move the sign articulators in space. The movement excursions that the sign articulators
execute can be long; for example, the ASL sign man moves from contact on the signer’s
forehead to contact at the center of the signer’s chest. In contrast, the movement
excursions executed by the tongue tip are much shorter. Transition movements between signs can also entail long movement excursions. In a sign sentence with the
successive ASL signs king and sick, the dominant hand executes a long transition
between the final location of king at the waist and the location of sick at the forehead.
Comparisons of the rate at which lexical items are produced in ASL versus English
do not reveal whether there is a difference in articulatory rate between signed and
spoken languages generally. Languages may differ in the length of words, as measured
by the number of syllables that typically comprise a word in a given language. Wilbur
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and Nolen (1986) argued that, given their methods of identifying sign syllables, the
rate of production of sign syllables in various samples drawn from ASL was roughly
comparable to the rate at which spoken syllables are produced. On their criteria, a
change in movement direction in reduplicated signs and in signs with bidirectional
movement (but not in signs with circular movement) indicated the end of a syllable;
they report a mean sign syllable length of 294 ms (SD = 32 ms). They suggest that
mean syllable duration in English is roughly 250 ms. More recently, Dolata et al. (2008)
estimate a rate of about 5 syllables per second in adult speech; they argue that spoken
syllables are shorter in duration than signed ones. On their view, a spoken syllable is
strongly associated with a single open-close cycle of the mandible (as in the monosyllabic English word bad). One issue in comparing syllable production in sign and speech
is this: it’s unclear whether the sign and speech studies discussed here are probing
comparable articulatory units.
How did Bellugi and Fischer explain their paradoxical finding that sign rate was
slower than word rate in English but that proposition rates were comparable across
the languages? They suggest that relatively simultaneous organization may be favored
in the phonology, morphology, and syntax of ASL and other sign languages. So, sequential affixation may be disfavored, whereas the contrastive use of the sign space may be
advantaged in sign morphology. Likewise, the use of non-manual facial expressions
that overlay manual signs may be favored over the use of the separate function words
typical of English. On this view, the articulatory constraints and resources of the two
language modalities push signed and spoken languages in different typological directions, so that sequential, affixal morphology is favored in spoken languages (although
non-concatenative morphology is certainly attested), whereas non-concatenative, layered morphology is favored in sign (although affixation appears on occasion; see also
chapter 5 on word formation).

3.2. The sign articulators are paired
The manual articulators, unlike their oral counterparts, are paired: we have two arms
and hands. This poses an interesting and unique issue for the phonological analysis of
sign languages, inasmuch as the non-dominant hand can ⫺ as Stokoe (1960) observed
early in the history of work on sign languages ⫺ serve as both an articulator of signs
and as a place of articulation. For a very useful discussion of this issue, see Sandler
and Lillo-Martin (2006; see also chapter 3, Phonology). Lexical signs may be onehanded (e.g., the ASL sign yellow), two-handed with both hands active (the ASL sign
play), or two-handed with the non-dominant hand being a static “base hand” that
serves as a place of articulation for the dominant hand (one version of the ASL sign
that). In the monomorphemic signs of ASL and other sign languages, there are significant restrictions on the movement and handshape of the non-dominant hand, irrespective of whether the non-dominant hand is active (as in play) or passive (as in that);
see Battison (1978). Interestingly, the non-dominant hand has greater independence in
linguistic domains that extend beyond the phonological word, as demonstrated in a
number of sign languages by so-called “classifier” verbs. This argument is made partic-
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ularly clearly by data on cliticization of points in Israeli Sign Language (Sandler/LilloMartin 2006).
In development, the child must gain ability to inhibit the non-dominant hand when
the other is moving (see section 6.2).

3.3. The manual articulators are jointed
Unlike the tongue which has no skeletal structure, the arms and hands comprise a set
of jointed segments. These segments can be arranged on a scale from joints that are
proximal to the torso ⫺ that is, close to the torso ⫺ to joints that are distal from the
torso, as is illustrated in (1).
(1)

Proximal to Torso
Distal from Torso
<------------------------------------------------------------->
shoulder......elbow......radioulnar......wrist.....1st-knuckles......2nd-knuckles

At each of these joints, signs can be identified whose movement is largely restricted to
action at that joint (for ASL: Brentari 1998; Meier et al. 2008; for Sign Language of
the Netherlands (NGT): Crasborn 2001). Whether action at a particular joint should
be specified in the phonological representation of a sign is an open question (Brentari
1998; Crasborn 2001). Proximalization or distalization of movement may be characteristic of particular sign registers: thus, proximalization may be typical of the enlarged
signing that parents address to their children (Holzrichter/Meier 2000), whereas whispered signing may tend to be distalized. In the acquisition of ASL and other sign
languages as first languages, deaf infants show a tendency to proximalize movement in
their production of signs (Meier et al. 2008).

3.4. Spoken syllables, but not signed syllables, may be organized around
a single oscillator
Human action is characterized by sequences of oscillatory movements, whether in
walking, chewing, speaking, or signing. Rhythmic units such as the syllable may, in both
speech and sign, be a way by which such movements are organized. For example, by
positing sublexical, syllabic units in sign, generalizations about handshape sequences
in ASL can be described (Brentari 1998).
However, the motor underpinnings of syllables appear quite different in sign and
speech. MacNeilage and Davis (1993; see also MacNeilage 2008) have argued that the
open-close cycle of the mandible provides the ‘frame’ around which spoken syllables
are organized. Therefore, on their view, there is a single predominant oscillator in the
syllables of spoken languages. In ASL, signs can be identified whose movement is
restricted to each of the six joints of the arm and hand specified in (1) (Meier et al.
2008): for example, committee (shoulder), day (shoulder ⫺ specifically longitudinal
rotation of the arm at the shoulder), thank-you (elbow), black (radioulnar joints of
forearm), yes (wrist), bird (first knuckles), and bug (second knuckles). For illustrations
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Shoulder: committee

Shoulder Twist: day

Elbow: thank-you

Forearm Twist: black

Wrist: yes

K1: bird

K2: bug
Fig. 25.1: Examples of ASL signs articulated at the joints of the arm and hand. The abbreviations
K1 and K2 indicate the first and second knuckles respectively. Figure reproduced with
permission from Meier et al. (2008). Illustration copyright © Taylor & Francis Ltd.
(http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals).
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of these signs, see Figure 25.1. No one oscillator underlies the different sign syllables
that constitute these signs. On this view, signed syllables might have a more varied
articulatory basis than do spoken syllables.
An interesting research question is this: the different oscillators mentioned above
have very different masses. What effects do differing articulator sizes have on articulatory rate? Are there differences in the duration of signs made at smaller, more distal
segments of the arm (e.g., bug at the second knuckles) versus signs made at more
massive, more proximal segments (e.g., thank-you or sick at the elbow)?

4. Modality factors that may affect the perception of signs
and words
The oral articulators are largely hidden from view, unlike the manual articulators which
move in a transparent three-dimensional space. In speech perception, hearing individuals will ⫺ under appropriate conditions ⫺ use visual information about the configuration of the oral articulators; a classic example is the McGurk effect (McGurk/MacDonald 1976). However, the fact that vision provides the addressee with quite limited
information about the movement and position of the oral articulators means that
speech reading is not sufficient for understanding spoken conversations. Instead, the
object of perception in understanding speech is a highly-encoded acoustic signal.
In contrast, the light reflected from a signer’s arm, hands, and face obviously does
provide sufficient information for understanding signed conversations. In sign unlike
in speech, it is the articulators themselves ⫺ that is, the movement and position of the
hands (and the other sign articulators) ⫺ that constitute the object of perception in
understanding sign. In speech, the addressee need not have the speaker in view, but
the addressee of a signed utterance must have the signer’s arms and hands in view.
Precise comparisons of vision and audition are difficult; it makes little sense to
compare the perception of color with the perception of pitch. As it turns out, however,
each sensory modality responds to spatial and temporal information (Welch/Warren
1986; reviewed in Meier 1993). The human visual system has much greater spatial
acuity than does the auditory system; locations that differ by only a minute of arc can
be discriminated visually, whereas auditory stimuli must be separated by a degree of
arc. In contrast, the auditory system shows better discrimination of the temporal duration of stimuli and in the perception of temporal rate. The visual channel also has
greater bandwidth ⫺ greater information-carrying capacity ⫺ than does the auditory
channel; witness the significant broadband capacity required to carry video signals to
our homes, as opposed to the limited capacity of a standard voice-only telephone line.
The differing properties of the human auditory and visual systems suggest that the
human sensorium is well equipped to process a temporally dynamic speech signal in
which information is arrayed sequentially (see, for example, Pinker/Bloom 1990). In
contrast, the human visual capacity may be consistent with the processing of a visual
signal that makes relatively fine-grained spatial distinctions and that arrays information
in a relatively simultaneous fashion. McBurney (2002) has made the interesting suggestion that the visual-gestural modality allows sign language access to a transmission
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channel (a ‘medium’ in her terminology) in which information can be arrayed in four
dimensions of space and time.
The sign and speech modalities may differ in subtle ways with respect to the feedback that the speaker/signer receives from his/her own productions. For Hockett
(1960), the availability of feedback is a fundamental design feature of human language;
the speaker can perceive ⫺ Hockett says ⫺ everything of linguistic relevance in the
speech he or she produces. Feedback from one’s speech may help the speaker to match
his/her output against a stored representation. Speakers receive auditory feedback
from the production of all words and, in non-noisy environments, from all phonemes
in the inventory of the language. Note, however, that auditory feedback through air
conduction is not the only source of feedback available to speakers. Speakers also
receive auditory feedback through bone conduction, which provides better information
on low frequency sounds than on high frequency ones. For speech, like sign, proprioceptive feedback is available and may be used by speakers in monitoring their own
production (see Postma (2000) for a review of the sources of information that may
enable error correction). Some oral articulators, notably the velum which controls the
passage of air into the nasal cavities, provide little proprioceptive feedback (e.g., Stevens et al. 1976). Consequently, providing therapy for hypernasality is difficult.
The situation is complicated in the visual-gestural modality (e.g., Emmorey et al.
2009). The availability of visual feedback varies by sign type. For those signs that contact such places of articulation as the upper face (e.g., the ASL sign deer) or the top
of the head (e.g., hat), the signer cannot see his or her hands contact the target place
of articulation. Moreover, signers rarely look at their own hands, so peripheral vision
may be the primary source of visual feedback with respect to sign production. Crucially,
for certain aspects of the sign signal ⫺ notably grammaticized facial expressions and
oral movements ⫺ no visual feedback can be available. Limitations to visual feedback
may be overcome by the availability of proprioceptive feedback regarding the movement and position of the sign articulators and tactile feedback regarding contact between the hands and with the body. The fact that visual feedback is conditioned by a
given sign’s articulatory properties raises the possibility that the relative availability of
such feedback from a signer’s own productions might affect how accurately young
children produce signs; see Orlansky and Bonvillian (1988) for a suggestion along
these lines.
Proprioceptive feedback ⫺ not visual feedback ⫺ may be the crucial source of
feedback to the signer about his/her sign production. Emmorey et al. (2009) observed
that blind signers can use proprioception to correct errors in their signing. In sum, it
appears that, in sign more than in speech, distinct sensory channels are used for the
transmission of language to the addressee as opposed to the monitoring of one’s own
language output. However, in both language modalities, it seems likely that the
speaker/signer integrates feedback from more than a single source. Each source will
provide different kinds of information.

5. Language modality and linguistic resources
The two language channels differ in the resources that they respectively make available
to signed and spoken languages. For example, various properties of the visual-gestural
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modality mean that iconicity and spatial contrasts are rich resources for sign languages.
As we have noted, the hands move in a transparent three-dimensional space. The
hands are paired and can simultaneously sketch two sides of an object, or can indicate
the relative locations of a figure (e.g., a car) and its ground (e.g., a tree). Because the
hands are visible, they themselves are available to symbolize manual actions (e.g., Taub
2001). However, as we shall see, individual sign languages may not avail themselves of
all the resources that the visual-gestural modality would seem to offer.

5.1. Iconicity and arbitrariness
In certain signs and words, the pairing of form and meaning is non-arbitrary; that is,
the pairing of form and meaning is motivated. The iconic ASL sign cat looks like the
signer is sketching the whiskers of the animal; see Figure 25.2. In contrast, the form of
the English word cat is completely arbitrary in shape; nothing about the form of this
word resembles what it means. The apparently greater frequency of iconic signs than
of iconic words may yield more opportunities for iconic effects on the grammar, acquisition, and processing of sign languages than is true in spoken languages. Signs may
also be indexically motivated; this type of motivation is characteristic of signed pronouns and agreeing verbs that point to their referents. In such signs, the location of
the referent is reflected in the location and direction of movement of the sign.
Onomatopoetic words certainly exist in spoken languages (e.g., the English word
meow for a cat’s vocalization), but they seem sufficiently marginal that Saussure (1916)
could maintain that words are fundamentally arbitrary in shape and Hockett (1960)
could later claim arbitrariness as a design feature of human language. However, the
representational capacities of the visual-gestural modality and the incidence of motivated forms in sign force us to reconsider the role of arbitrariness in language. A
significant fraction of the ASL vocabulary displays some iconicity; moreover, there is
little reason to think that the language systematically favors arbitrary forms over iconic
ones. What is instead important in the sign vocabulary, just as in spoken language
vocabularies, is that the pairings of forms and meaning are conventional. The result is
that, as demonstrated by Klima and Bellugi (1979), the sign for ‘tree’ is distinct in

Fig. 25.2: An iconic sign in ASL: the noun cat.
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curious

Fig. 25.3: Two non-iconic signs in ASL: the signs mother and curious.

three different sign languages, yet in all three languages the sign is iconic. So, the ASL
sign tree seems to represent the branches of a tree swaying in the wind, whereas the
Danish sign suggests the crown and trunk of a tree and the Chinese sign suggests the
columnar shape of some trees (or of tree trunks). Thus, there are three different forms
in three different sign languages, yet each form is motivated in its own fashion and
each is conventional within its language.
In sum, the pervasive arbitrariness of spoken language vocabularies is likely a consequence of the limited representational capacities of the speech modality. What is
crucial to the design of spoken and sign vocabularies is that form-meaning pairings are
conventional. Moreover, all languages ⫺ signed or spoken ⫺ must allow arbitrary signs
and words in order to express abstract concepts; thus, for example, ASL signs such as
mother and curious (see Figure 25.3) have abstract meanings and are fundamentally
arbitrary in shape.

5.2. Crosslinguistic similarity in sign vocabularies
Unrelated sign languages may display relatively high rates of similar signs across their
lexicons (Kyle/Woll 1985; Guerra Currie et al. 2002; Padden 2011). In analyses of small
samples of signs from Mexican, Spanish, French, and Japanese Sign Languages, Guerra
Currie et al. found that 23 % of the Mexican and Japanese signs were similar on their
criteria (i.e., a pair of signs were judged to be similar if their meanings were similar
and if they shared the same phonological values for two of the three major parameters
of sign formation). Number signs, body part signs, and personal pronouns were excluded from their analysis; body part names and pronouns were excluded because they
are likely to be pointing signs. There is no known historical link between Mexican and
Japanese Sign Language, so the high rate of similarity in signs for concepts such as
‘book’, ‘balloon’, and ‘fire’ likely reflects shared iconicity. Similarities in the lexicons
of unrelated sign languages complicate analyses of the historical ties amongst sign
languages; analysts will likely have to exclude certain substantial classes of signs from
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their analyses (see chapter 35, Language Contact and Borrowing). For recent discussion of methodological issues in crosslinguistic comparisons of sign vocabularies, see
Woodward (2011) and Meier (in press).

5.3. Iconicity and phonological structure
As already noted, sign languages display duality of patterning. William Stokoe’s notation system was the first systematic attempt to represent the phonological structure of
signs. However, his notation system could not fully describe the forms of ASL signs.
Although certain unspecified properties might be predictable (e.g., the occurrence of
A- (/) vs. S- (4) handshapes in non-initialized signs), other phonetic properties were
stipulated in Stokoe, Casterline, and Croneberg (1965). For example, Stokoe et al. (e.g.,
pp. 196 and 197) note parenthetically that various signs pertaining to the heart or to
emotions are articulated in the heart region. The heart region is not a phonologically
distinctive location in Stokoe’s system; on his analysis these signs are phonologically
specified as being articulated on the trunk. As van der Hulst and van der Kooij (2006)
note, one way to handle problems such as this would be to add additional place of
articulation values to the phonological model. However, they instead propose that
some place values are restricted to signs that share iconic and/or semantic properties.
Thus, in NGT, the only signs articulated in the lower part of the trunk refer to body
parts in that region of the body or to articles of clothing that cover that region. Van
der Hulst and van der Kooij conclude that, because of the limited distribution of this
place of articulation, the lower trunk is not a contrastive value within the phonology
of NGT, although signs with this place must be described in any phonetic analysis of
the language (also cf. van der Kooij 2002). Note that similar phenomena also occur in
spoken languages. For example, the cluster [vr] is restricted in English (but not French)
to onomatopoeia, as in vroom-vroom (‘the sound of a motorcycle’).

5.4. Iconicity and morphological structure
It has long been observed that morphological processes in sign languages sometimes
appear insensitive to the iconicity of the lexical sign being modulated. For example,
the intensive form of the ASL sign slow is produced with a short, fast movement, not
with a slow movement of long duration (Klima/Bellugi 1979). However, the fast, sharp
movement of the intensive morpheme itself seems motivated.
Aronoff et al. (2005) have argued that the resources for iconic representation available within the visual-gestural modality allow young sign languages to rapidly develop
rich morphological systems that would not be expected in young spoken languages
(that is, Creoles). The fact that sign languages ⫺ with the exception of some so-called
village sign languages (Sandler et al. 2005; see also chapter 24) ⫺ seem to be highly
uniform with respect to verb agreement, classifier constructions, and aspectual inflections and that this morphology is simultaneously-organized is attributed by Aronoff et
al. to the hypothesis that sign languages everywhere have drawn upon the same resources for iconicity. In contrast, they argue that the sporadic, sequential affixal morphol-
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ogy that has been identified in sign languages is language-particular, takes time to
develop, and does not draw upon iconicity.
Certain properties of verb agreement in sign languages are typologically unusual;
see Lillo-Martin and Meier (2011) for recent discussion. For instance, sign languages
show a bias toward object agreement, such that object agreement is required for many
verbs, whereas subject agreement is either optional or impossible in those same verbs.
In contrast, spoken languages strongly favor subject agreement over object agreement.
Meir et al. (2007) argue that regularities in the lexical iconicity of agreement verbs
explain this unexpected property. Specifically, in these verbs the signer’s body represents the subject argument (and not any particular thematic role).

5.5. The use of space
It is in the use of the signing space that we find the most profound modality effects on
grammatical organization in sign languages. Within the monomorphemic sign vocabulary of nouns, verbs, and adjectives (that is, within the so-called ‘frozen vocabulary’),
spatial distinctions are not contrastive, but in pronouns, in verb agreement, and in the
so-called classifier systems, spatial distinctions are crucial to the tracking of reference.
The spatial displacement of nouns made in neutral space can be used to establish
referential loci; for a recent discussion of this phenomenon in Quebec Sign Language
(LSQ), see Rinfret (2009). The signing space in sign languages is also used to describe
space. Emmorey (2002) has observed that ASL signers map the spatial arrangement
of the objects that they are describing onto the spatial arrangements of their hands,
rather than a vocabulary of prepositions akin to those of English (e.g., prepositions
signifying spatial arrangement such as in, on, near, above, or below). However, signers
have choices in how they map the described space onto the signing space, inasmuch as
signers may adopt different frames of reference for describing space and different
perspectives on the described space (see chapter 19, Use of Sign Space, for details).
Deictic pronouns in sign languages are generally pointing signs to locations associated with the referents of those pronouns; such points are not iconic but are instead
indexically-motivated. Whereas spoken languages show enormous variation in the phonological form of deictic pronouns and substantial crosslinguistic variation in the semantic categories marked by those pronouns, there appears to be impressive typological uniformity across sign languages in the form and meaning of deictic pronouns
(McBurney 2002; see also chapter 11). Note, however, that there is nonetheless some
crosslinguistic variation (Meier 1990; Meier/Lillo-Martin 2010). For example, whereas
the first person deictic pronoun in most sign languages is a point to the center of the
signer’s chest, Japanese Sign Language (NS; Japan Sign Language Research Institute
1997) and Taiwan Sign Language (Smith/Ting 1979) also allow a point to the signer’s
nose as the first person pronoun.
Spatial contrasts are also meaningful in the set of signed verbs that have been variously referred to as directional, pointing, indicating, or agreeing verbs. Verbs such as
the ASL verb ask are directional in that the hand moves between, or is oriented towards, locations associated with the verb’s subject and object. This process has been
considered a kind of verb agreement, in that such verbs are seen as being marked for
features of the subject and object (Padden 1983). For other researchers, this process
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has been viewed as a form of pointing or indicating, and therefore as being fundamentally gestural (Liddell 2000). Whatever the appropriate analysis, it is clear that the
phenomenon of verbs moving between locations associated with their referents is linguistically constrained and has important syntactic consequences (see also chapter 7,
Agreement). Agreement applies to specific verbs and does so in ways that are sometimes idiosyncratic (e.g., the ASL verb tell allows only object agreement, whereas the
similar verb inform allows both subject and object agreement). The set of agreement
verbs varies across languages (e.g., the NS verb like allows agreement in one major
dialect but not in another, as noted in Fischer 1996). All conventional sign languages
examined to date have a class of non-agreeing, plain verbs (Padden 1983), but those
languages vary in how subject and object are marked when the main verb is a plain
one. In ASL and British Sign Language (BSL), word order is used, but in some sign
languages (e.g., Taiwan Sign Language: Smith 1990; NGT: Bos 1994; Brazilian Sign
Language: Quadros 1999) an auxiliary verb is introduced to carry agreement (see chapter 10 for discussion).
The fundamental point is this: the spatial resources available to sign languages yield
relative uniformity in the pronominal and agreement systems of sign languages, albeit
with interesting linguistic variation. However, the use of space is not inevitable in sign
languages: not only are there artificial sign systems that do not use space contrastively
(e.g., Signing Exact English ⫺ see Supalla 1991), but there are also village sign languages that do not mark spatial distinctions on verbs (e.g., Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign
Language, as described by Sandler et al. 2005).

6. Modality effects in child language development
I will organize the discussion of modality effects in child language development around
four issues: 1) developmental milestones; 2) articulatory factors; 3) factors pertaining
to visual attention; and 4) iconicity.

6.1. Developmental milestones
There is good reason to think that the human vocal tract and human language have
co-evolved; the result is that humans, but not the great apes, have a vocal tract that
can articulate the range of speech sounds characteristic of spoken languages (Lieberman 1984). Moreover, the ubiquity of spoken languages amongst hearing communities
might lead one to hypothesize that the use of speech and hearing for language reflects
a developmental bias written into whatever innate linguistic component may guide
children’s language learning. Considerations such as these might lead one to expect
that the acquisition of sign languages would be generally delayed vis-à-vis the acquisition of spoken languages. Nonetheless, the most crucial finding of research on the
acquisition of sign languages as a first language is that signed and spoken languages
are acquired on much the same developmental schedule (Newport/Meier 1985; see also
chapter 28 on acquisition). There is no evidence that signing children suffer any delay
vis-à-vis their speaking counterparts. To the contrary, the only evidence of differences
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between signing and speaking children in the ages at which developmental milestones
are achieved suggests the possibility that speaking children may be delayed in the
production of their first words, as compared to signing children’s production of their
first signs (Orlansky/Bonvillian 1985; Anderson/Reilly 2002). This controversial claim
of an early sign advantage has been extensively discussed elsewhere (Meier/Newport
1990; Petitto 1988; Volterra/Iverson 1995) and will not be further reviewed here.

6.2. Articulatory factors in development
As noted earlier, the oral articulators are largely hidden inside the mouth. In contrast,
the sign articulators are visible and, to some extent, manipulable. This has consequences
for the input that parents offer their children. On occasion, signing parents exhibit
teacher-like behaviors in which they mold their child’s hands in order to produce a
facsimile of some sign. For example, the deaf mother of one deaf child (Noel, 17 months)
observed by Pizer and Meier (2008; also Pizer/Meier/Shaw 2011) twisted her daughter’s
forearm to produce a facsimile of the ASL sign blue. There are no data as to whether
this phenomenon has specific effects on children’s acquisition of signs.
In the course of language development, children often make errors in how they
articulate words or signs. Many of those errors may be due to immature control over
the articulators. Some characteristic properties of infant motor control may affect both
sign and speech development in infancy ⫺ for example, infants show a tendency toward
repetitive, cyclic movement patterns in movement stereotypies of the arms and legs
(Thelen 1979), in manual babbles (Meier/Willerman 1995), in vocal babbling (MacNeilage/Davis 1993), and in their production of silent mandibular oscillations (‘jaw wags’)
that are sometimes intermixed with phonated babbling (Meier et al. 1997). A frequent
pattern for early production of spoken disyllables is reduplication; so a word such as
‘bottle’ may become [baba]. In early sign production, infants generally preserve repeated movement when such movement is characteristic of the target sign. However,
when the target is monocyclic, infants frequently add repetition. This result has been
reported for both ASL (Meier et al. 2008) and BSL (Morgan et al. 2007). For example
one child reported by Meier et al. produced 7 multicyclic tokens of the single-cycle
sign black between the ages of 12 and 14 months. Note that one complexity in interpreting these results is that mothers sometimes over-repeat signs as well (Launer 1982;
Holzrichter/Meier 2000).
Other articulatory factors in development may be unique to a given modality. For
example, because many two-handed signs demand a static non-dominant hand, the
child must learn to inhibit the non-dominant hand when the other hand is moving. But
the young infant often fails; instead, the non-dominant hand may mirror the movement
of the dominant hand. For example, one child at age 16 months produced a version of
the ASL sign fall in which both hands executed identical downward path movements
(Cheek et al. 2001); in the adult target sign, the non-dominant hand remains static
while the dominant V-hand (W) rotates from initial finger-tip contact on the palm to
final contact on the back of the hand; see Figure 25.4. Infant failures to inhibit the
non-dominant hand when the other is active may be rooted in problems of motor
control that are not specific to language (Fagard 1994; Wiesendanger/Wicki/Rouiller
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Fig. 25.4: The ASL verb fall: From left to right, the photographs show the initial, medial, and
final positions of the sign.

1994). However, the problem may be complicated by the cognitive load of producing
a lexical item.
Another pattern in early sign production that appears to be rooted in tendencies of
infant motor development is the proximalization of movement. In linguistic and nonlinguistic movement of the limbs, children tend to use a more proximal joint (i.e., a
joint closer to the torso) in situations in which an adult might use a more distal joint
(i.e., a joint farther from the torso). This tendency appears characteristic of the development of walking, of writing, and of signing. Meier et al. (2008) examined the errors
in early sign production produced by four deaf children of Deaf parents, aged 8⫺17
months. An analysis of the children’s substitution errors showed that all four children
favored proximal substitutions over distal ones; for three of the four children this pattern was highly reliable. For example, at almost 12 months, Susie produced the ASL
sign horse with a movement of the wrist, rather the expected movement at the first
knuckles.
Meier et al. (2008) not only analyzed these children’s errors in early sign production;
they also examined children’s accuracy in producing sign movement at each of the
joints of the arm and hand. When children erred they showed robust tendencies toward
proximalization. But the analysis also revealed that children were relatively reliable on
two joints, the elbow and the first knuckles. The authors concluded that two or more
syllable types may be available early in development: path movement produced at
the elbow (and/or the shoulder) and hand-internal movements produced at the first
knuckles.

6.3. Visual attention and visual perspective-taking in language
development
Descriptions of child-directed signing have proved quite consistent across a number of
different sign languages; see, among other references, Erting et al. (1990) for ASL;
Masataka (1992) for NS; Harris et al. (1989) for BSL; Mohay et al. (1998) for Auslan;
and van den Bogaerde (2000) for NGT. In order to perceive the sign input available
to them, signing children must look at their interlocutors; hearing children may listen
to their speaking parents without looking at them. How do deaf parents accommodate
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the visual demands that signing places on their infants? One result is somewhat surprising: Spencer and Harris (2006) have suggested that deaf parents present less linguistic
input to their deaf children than hearing mothers do to their hearing children. Their
explanation is straightforward: deaf parents almost never sign to their children when
their children aren’t looking at them. What’s most important here is this: despite these
apparent differences in the quantity of the input they receive, signing children acquire
sign languages on much the same developmental schedule as do speaking children, as
discussed above. Spencer and Harris raise the possibility that one explanation for this
is that the child-directed signing of deaf mothers is carefully tuned to the attentional
capacities of their children. So, on this account, it’s quality of input ⫺ not quantity of
input ⫺ that matters.
The relative freedom of the hands to move within the three-dimensional space in
front of the signer means that the signer can displace a sign from its expected, citationform place of articulation. As already noted, the spatial displacement of nouns that
are made in neutral space can be used in adult sign languages to establish referential
loci. Another reason to displace signs in space is to accommodate the visual attention
of the addressee. Parents may move a sign into the child’s line of regard, so that it is
visible to the child; see Harris et al. (1989) and Spencer and Harris (2006) for discussions of this phenomenon in child-directed signing.
Often signer and addressee are located opposite each other, but other arrangements
are possible, for example when signer and addressee share bonds of intimacy. Thus, a
child may be seated on the mother’s lap, facing away from her. In such instances,
mother and child occupy the same signing space. How does the mother make her signs
perceptible to her child in such situations? One strategy that parents adopt is to sign
on the child or in front of the child. Signing on the child may offer one potential
advantage to that child; the child receives tactile information about the place of articulation of signs. Pizer and Meier (2008; also Meier 2008b) observed three deaf mothers
of young deaf children; all three mothers produced instances of signing on their child.
Meier (2008b) cites an example in which Noel (17 months) was seated on her mother’s
lap. The mother was labeling the colors of blocks located on the floor in front of Noel.
The ASL signs yellow, blue, and green are all produced in the neutral signing space
in front of the signer. Noel’s mother could easily sign these signs in front of her child.
But what about the sign orange? The citation-form ASL sign has a repeated handinternal closing movement of a fisted hand (an S-hand: 4) that is executed at the
mouth; see Figure 25.5. If Noel’s mother produced this sign at her own mouth it would
not have been visible to her daughter; instead she produced three tokens of this sign
on her daughter’s mouth. Noel thereby received visual and tactile information about
this color sign.
An interesting problem presented by sign languages is that some signs appear quite
different to the addressee than they do to the signer. In ASL, the palm of the possessive
pronoun is oriented toward the possessor. Thus, when a signer produces the possessive
sign your, the signer sees the back of his/her own hand but the addressee sees the
signer’s open palm. A sign such as cat is produced on the ipsilateral side of the signer’s
face, where ‘ipsilateral’ means the same side as the signer’s active hand. For a righthanded signer, the sign is produced on his/her right, but ⫺ from the perspective of an
addressee standing opposite the signer ⫺ this sign appears on the addressee’s left.
Learners must represent the place of articulation of a sign such as cat as being the
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yellow

orange

Fig. 25.5: The ASL color terms yellow and orange.

ipsilateral side of the signer’s face, not the right side of the signer’s face, and not the
left side of the signer’s face from the addressee’s perspective. Shield (2010) has recently
argued that representing the form of signs therefore requires visual perspective abilities
(specifically, ‘self-other mapping’) that are known to be impaired in autistic children,
leading to the hypothesis that in sign ⫺ but not in speech ⫺ autism may yield an
interesting class of phonological errors (see also chapter 32, Atypical Signing). For
example, one seven-and-a-half year-old autistic deaf boy crossed the midline to produce the ASL sign girl on the contralateral cheek (that is, on his left, mirroring what
he would see if he viewed a right-handed signer’s production of girl). Other nativesigning deaf children with autism made errors in which they reversed the palm orientation of ASL signs (changing inward palm orientation to outward, or vice versa).

6.4. Iconicity and language development
The frequency of motivated signs in sign languages allows tests of the role of iconicity
in child language development that would be difficult in spoken languages. We’ll look
here at children’s acquisition of indexically-motivated signs ⫺ that is, signs that point
to their referents ⫺ as well as their acquisition of iconically-motivated signs that manifest an imagistic relationship between form and meaning.
Let’s look first at early sign development. Orlansky and Bonvillian (1984) analyzed
diary data on the representation of iconic signs in the vocabularies of young signers.
They argued that iconic signs were not over-represented in children’s early vocabularies. Meier et al. (2008) wondered whether signing children might seek to enhance the
iconicity of form-meaning mappings and whether such a bias might account for children’s errors in early sign production. Meier et al. judged the iconicity of 605 sign
tokens produced by four, third-generation deaf children, aged 8⫺17 months. Most tokens were judged to be as iconic as the adult target sign, or less iconic than the adult
target. Only 5 % were judged to show increased iconicity vis-à-vis the adult target form.
Launer (1982) examined the iconicity of the sign tokens produced by two deaf children
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of deaf parents; during the study the children’s ages ranged from 12 to 24 months.
Launer found that approximately 15 % of the sign tokens displayed enhanced iconicity.
Meier et al. (2008) concluded that factors other than iconicity explain the preponderance of children’s errors; in particular, they suggest that articulatory constraints account
for most of children’s errors in early sign production, just as articulatory factors account
for the bulk of speaking children’s errors in producing words.
The acquisition of pointing signs is a domain where we might expect to find profound effects of motivated form-meaning relationships, inasmuch as personal pronouns
translated as ‘I’, ‘you’, and ‘he/she/it’ are index-finger points to the individual being
referred to. These pronouns would not seem to present the problem of shifting reference that is posed by deictic pronouns in spoken languages. A longitudinal study of
the development of personal pronouns in ASL in two deaf children of deaf parents
(Petitto 1987) reported the use of points (including points to people) from ages 10⫺12
months, followed by a six-month period in which points to persons were absent. During
this later period, the children would sometimes refer to themselves by a name or by a
common noun (e.g., girl). Points to people re-emerged at 21⫺23 months; during this
period, one child produced reversal errors in which she used the sign you to refer to
herself. Both children demonstrated correct usage of ASL personal pronouns at 25⫺
27 months. As in spoken languages, the acquisition of deictic pronouns may be subject
to considerable individual differences; for example, an extensive case study of how one
deaf child of deaf parents acquired Greek Sign Language (Hatzopolou 2008) revealed
no errors in pronoun usage, no use of name signs in lieu of points, and limited evidence
of a period from 16 to 20 months in which personal pronouns were infrequent (but not
absent). The data from Petitto (1987) indicate that some signing children may be insensitive to the motivated properties of pointing signs; one child’s reversal errors suggested
that she analyzed the pointing sign you as being an ordinary lexical sign, specifically a
name for herself.
Some of the most strikingly iconic signs in ASL have been analyzed as being morphologically complex. The movement and orientation of agreeing verbs in ASL indicate locations associated with arguments of those verbs. An agreeing verb such as
give is particularly transparent inasmuch as it resembles the action associated with
transferring an object from one individual to another. Meier (1982, 1987) examined
the acquisition of verb agreement by three deaf children of deaf parents; he reported
naturalistic and experimental data on children’s use of agreement with referents that
were present in the immediate environment. On his account, the children showed mastery of agreement with these real-world locations between age 3 and 3½. The most
characteristic error type was the omission of agreement; these omissions often yielded
signs that were less iconic than the adult target. Casey (2003) re-examined the acquisition of verb agreement in ASL. Like Meier (1982), she reported errors of omission,
but she also argued that verb agreement is a developmental outgrowth of children’s
action gestures. These gestures, like agreeing verbs, are directional. Longitudinal data
on one native learner’s acquisition of BSL indicated that apparent omissions of agreement were frequent through 2;9 (Morgan/Barrière/Woll 2006). More recently, however,
there has been an emerging controversy with respect to how verb agreement is acquired: Quadros and Lillo-Martin (2007) have questioned whether children ungrammatically omit verb agreement at any age in the acquisition of ASL and Brazilian Sign
Language. The absence of frequent errors on agreement would be consistent, in their
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view, with evidence of the optionality of agreement in the adult languages and with
the need for better description of what linguistic contexts require agreement.
Lastly, so-called classifier verbs, which are complex predicates used to describe the
motion and position of objects, are a highly iconic domain within ASL and other sign
languages. Recently, Slobin et al. (2003) have argued that iconicity of, in particular,
handling classifiers facilitates their early production, perhaps even by age 3. However,
analyses of children’s production of classifier signs have reported errors in which children appear to separate out component morphemes (Newport 1981). In general, classifier signs are ⫺ despite their impressive iconicity ⫺ not early acquisitions (Schick 1990
and, for a review, Emmorey 2002).
The clearest effects of iconicity on language development appear in the homesigning of deaf children born into non-signing hearing families; see Goldin-Meadow (2003)
for a recent overview of the literature on homesign (also see chapter 26). Homesigners
innovate gestural systems with many language-like properties, including word order
regularities that distinguish the arguments of verb-like action gestures. The vocabularies of homesigning children comprise two types of gestures: pointing gestures and
highly iconic gestures that Goldin-Meadow and her colleagues have called “characterizing signs”. In homesigning systems, iconicity is crucial, inasmuch as the transparency
of homesigns allows children to be understood by their parents.

7. Conclusions
I have argued here that the two major language modalities offer different resources to
individual human languages and place differing constraints on those languages. The
visual-gestural modality offers sign languages greater opportunities for imagistic representation than does the oral-aural modality of spoken languages. Consistent with this,
many signs are to some degree iconic, yet those signs are thoroughly conventional. The
frequency of iconic signs in languages such as ASL suggests that the arbitrariness of
spoken words is in significant measure an artifact of the limited imagistic resources of
the oral-aural modality. Thus, words and signs need not be arbitrary; nonetheless, human languages must allow arbitrary words and signs in order to express abstract, nonpicturable concepts. The iconic resources of the visual-gestural modality also allow the
rapid innovation of signed vocabularies, whether the innovators be adults or homesigning children. Iconicity jumpstarts the emergence of new sign languages.
The signing space is a resource available to sign languages which has no obvious
counterpart in speech itself, but has clear counterparts in the gestures that accompany
speech (Liddell 2003). This spatial resource may yield considerable uniformity across
many, but perhaps not all, sign languages in certain key areas of their grammars ⫺
uniformity in their pronominal system, in verb agreement, and in the classifier systems
of sign languages.
Sign languages are articulated in a three-dimensional space that is unavailable to
spoken languages. But, in their articulation, sign languages are also constrained by
what appears to be a slower rate of signing than of speaking, perhaps because of the
large size of the manual articulators. The differing rates of production of signed and
spoken languages may push signed and spoken languages in different typological direc-
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tions, resulting in simultaneous morphological structures being typical of sign languages, whereas sequential morphological structures are most typical of spoken languages.
Although signed and spoken languages are differently constrained and avail themselves of differing resources, they are in many fundamental respects much the same ⫺
much the same in the efficiency with which they express information, much the same
in the schedules on which they are acquired, and much the same in many fundamental
aspects of grammatical structure. In this sense, signed and spoken languages are each
eloquent expressions of a human language capacity that is remarkable in its plasticity.
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Introduction: What is homesign?
The properties of homesign
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From co-speech gesture to homesign
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Abstract
Deaf children whose hearing losses are so severe that they cannot acquire the spoken
language that surrounds them and whose hearing parents have not exposed them to sign
language lack a usable model for language. If a language model is essential to activate
whatever skills children bring to language-learning, deaf children in these circumstances
ought not communicate in language-like ways. It turns out, however, that these children
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